Centage Scores Top Ratings from Customers in the 2020 Pulse of Performance Management Research
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Natick, MA (June 18, 2020) – Centage Corporation (www.centage.com), the leading provider of cloud
financial software that transforms how businesses budget, forecast, analyze and report was recently
ranked as outstanding budgeting and planning software in the Pulse of Performance Management
customer survey. BPM Partners is the leading independent authority on business performance
management and evaluates the top performance management solutions for their ease of use, robust
capabilities, success in the marketplace, wide appeal and customer satisfaction.
Centage is honored to have been awarded the highest overall score in the Budgeting/Planning
Functionality category with an ‘Outstanding’ rating, along with a top rating of ‘Excellent’ in both Overall
Satisfaction and Consolidation Functionality categories. Centage Planning Maestro was highlighted for
its ease of use, low total cost of ownership, quick implementation, robust performance and flexibility.
“We are thrilled to receive this top recognition from BPM Partners, they are a very well respected and
experienced firm in the fields of performance management, analytics, and business intelligence,” said
John Murdock, president and chief executive officer at Centage. “To be specifically recognized for our
solution’s budgeting and planning functionality is testament to our innovation, commitment to
customer success, and ensuring our software helps our customers exceed their financial goals.”
“Centage is a very capable solution providing functionality that address the key areas that are required
by finance departments of small to medium-sized businesses,” said Craig Schiff, president and chief
executive officer of BPM Partners. “Their Planning Maestro solution and recent advancements of the
product around integrated budgeting, forecasting, what if and scenario planning is a customer favorite
as evidenced by achieving the highest score in the Budgeting/Planning Functionality category.”
Planning Maestro is a cloud-native platform for budgeting, planning, forecasting and analytics that
delivers a level of sophisticated financial intelligence typically only enjoyed by large enterprises, at a
price point that makes it accessible for small and medium sized businesses. The platform allows finance
teams to integrate data from multiple sources, easily build and manipulate driver-based financial
models, predict balance sheet and cash flow performance with accurate and automated forecasts, as
well as run what-if scenarios to test the impacts of strategic decisions.
Click here to see the BPM Pulse Survey results webinar recording.
About Centage
Centage Corporation’s Planning Maestro is a cloud-native platform for intelligent planning and analytics
that transforms how companies budget, forecast and report performance. Centage delivers
sophisticated financial intelligence that can be implemented quickly and at an affordable price to small
and medium-sized companies. With a direct line-of-sight into the organization’s financial health,
Centage clients can react quickly to market changes, take intelligent risks, and capitalize on new
opportunities. Centage serves over 10,000 users worldwide. Visit Centage.com, follow on Twitter, or
visit the Centage Blog for the latest insights.
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